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People enjoy seeing the process

of a mural.

When I stand on the ground or up on a scaffold,
my paintings become performances. As people
gather to watch, the pressure builds.
I try to please my audience by giving them a
little taste of the finished product. I do this by fully
finishing a fish, as an example. This attracts viewers
who desire to see more finished work. I also create suspense by drawing guidelines for the mural.
These drawings are usually difficult to understand
and people ask me questions. When in the mood I
will tell, but usually I say, "You'll see."
Public art is very powerful: it allows artists to
interact with the community. I create conscious
and educational murals to improve the atmosphere
of my community and my artistic ability.
Techniques I have used vary by mural. In my
YMCA mural (above), I created prototypes in
watercolor, colored pencil and acrylic paint. When
it came to transferring the image to the wall, I used
an overhead projector to trace my original drawing.
The mural I painted at South Eugene High
School was drawn freehand onto the wall after I
created prototypes in my sketchbooks and on my
computer with a Wacom tablet.
In another mural (see the back cover), I have
tried to depict how Africa exists as a continent. I
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used the symbolism
of a woman working in an environment where nature
treads itself inside of
society. I composed
the image by using
complimentary colors and images. The
murals were painted with latex paint
and clear glazes. In
my future murals, I
intend to incorporate metal sculpture
and video projection onto my murals.
Aside from techniques, creating a mural also isn't
easy because it requires a lot of additional support
from the artist, business and government or a nonprofit. A mural takes a tremendous amount of work,
and its function is to embellish the architecture of a
building or a public space. A wall can cost about
one thousand dollars and a mural cost ten times
the wall. Our society tends to spend on "things
we really need" and art is considered, at times, an
excess.
I employ my interest in the natural world to
produce art that addresses global warming and
species extinction. Going back and forth between
Oregon and Costa Rica, I have seen changes in
both cultures. I also want to address issues such as
cultural ignorance, political injustice, and wastefulness in modern societies through my art.
My passion is to draw and paint. I really hope
to better understand the
dynamic balance between
nature, society and artand find my place in it.
-Esteban Camacho
StefJwsen, Costa RicanAmerican, graduated in 2006.
He attellds Pacific Northwest
College ifArt in Oregon.
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New Beginnings for a New Year!

New Year's Greetings!

It takes firm determination to
hold onto a New Beginning. But
when we take it on with a conviction that it is for the best-for
ourselves, our family or societyit is not impossible.

The New Year-be it January
1st, Navruz (the Persian New Year),
or the Chinese New Year-comes
with traditions and celebrations. In
many cultures, we find the concept
of a New Year's Resolution-a new
decision or activity that will help
us advance in our life goals. What's
your New Year's Resolution?

One value that we can try to
hold on to dearly in our lives is
non-violence-not only refraining from physical violence, but
also verbal violence, like threatening, yelling and name-calling. It's
a path that arises out of pure love
and compassion. Wouldn't it be
great if many of us took this as a
New Year's Resolution?

Many think of the New Year as
a new beginning. But just changing
the calendar on the wall will certainly not create a New Beginning,
VIOlENCE
will it? Whether the date shows 31
.
kfNDN
December 2006, 1 January 2007, or
f.sS
1 April 2019, it makes no difference in itself. For examOften, we think that the path of violence gets us
ple, if you were born in 1995, the year 2007 will mean
quick results. Without a second thought, we use words
something very different to you than for my friend,
of judgement-labels and name calling-to get ourJim Lincoln, who is now 108 years old. Our concept
selves heard. In schools, name-calling and bullying are
of time is cyclic, continuous and yet also relative.
serious concerns for millions. So, for the last few years,
GLSEN has organized a week of educational activities.
Moving to another city or country, switching
To
participate in the 2007 No Name Calling Week,
schools, finding good friends, changing goals or taking a different approach to a situation will more likely January 22-26, please visit: nonamecallingweek.org.
mark a New Beginning. When we decide to adopt a
Often, we feel certain that we are absolutely right
virtue--truth, compassion, kindness, nonviolence-- for
in our views or position on a given issue. However, as
our daily dealings, that's definitely aNew Beginning.
soon as we begin to use verbally-or physically-abusive
There is a story of a thief who satisfied the material
needs of his family by stealing money from unsuspecting travelers. When he realized that what he was doing
was not ethical, he went to a holy man and asked
for help. He told him that he did not know how to
support his family without continuing to steal. Yet, he
desperately wanted to change the course of his life.
The holy man agreed to help. He said, "I won't ask
you to stop stealing. But I think it might help to take
on a virtue that you can always hold on to in your life."
The thief promised to always tell the truth, no matter what. After thanking him, he went on his way.
A few days later, the thief was caught stealing, redhanded. During his trial, the king discovered the thief's
commitment to truth. Appreciating this precious virtue,
he appointed the thief as the treasurer of the kingdom.
Soon, he discovered that just one virtue, telling the
truth, helped him adopt many other virtues with relative ease. He led a respectable and virtuous life.
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means to impose our views on family members or
friends, conflict flares. It pushes peoples away. No matter how right we might be in our position, we'll always
discover that threats, yelling, name-calling, or other
violent means bring unintended consequences, leaving
painful, lasting marks on everyone.
How can we begin to "mend" previous hurts in
our relationships? By sending letters of apology to
our friends or family members, by offering a bouquet
of flowers, or simply by telling them how truly sorry
we are for the pain and hurt that we may have caused
them. Now that is a New Beginning!
Regardless of who started the conflict, even when
we feel that we were hurt by the other person, we can
still take the initiative and extend our apology. But let's
not expect miracles right away. It takes time to reestablish trust and friendships.
Best wishes for New Beginnings in your life and
relationships with people and the planet! c::::4r~
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I have only one brother. He5 two years older than I am. I wish we could be close pals and support each
other. Unfortunately for me, Ifeel everyone treats him as more worthwhile than me, as the smart and more
valuable kid in this family. That's painful. -Hurting Helen
Helen, is it possible that you feel in competition with your brother? Might you have set the
areas in which your brother seems to be successful as areas in which you want to achieve high
competence as well?
Let's look at the message we glean from Mother
Nature: Nature's incredible gift to every person is
the uniqueness of each person. Other than possibly
identical twins, people are never exactly alike.
The lesson I hear from Mother Nature is that
we each have the responsibility to get acquainted
with our unique selfhood. Each of us is encouraged
to connect with the way our emotional life is wired,
understand our physical selves, and make the best
use of our own unique brains.
It strikes me that if you take on exactly the same
pursuits as your brother, you might run head-on
into conflict with Mother Nature. First, you might
encounter feelings of competition, which is apt to
lead to jealousy and end with major frustration.

--------

..---------

........

Rather than following in your brother's footsteps, it might serve you better to put your energy into exploring your unique self
• you might focus on checking out which activities you like
• you might make friends with girls who engage in those activities
One way you could accomplish these things is by joining a class where you can be exposed
to new skills-musical instruments, crafts, creative and effective baby-sitting, cooking, hiking, iceskating, sewing-whatever opportunities come your way.
As you and your brother follow each your own paths, your friendship may very likely grow.
You may enjoy telling each other your varying adventures, introducing each other to new
ideas as they cross your paths. If you two engage in conversation, he might end up becoming
an ally for equality in the family with you. Very likely, your relationship with your brother will
improve as you each put your energy into developing all aspects in each of your own selves.

In Peace

itu~

Send your questions or comments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Jan. - Feb. 2007
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Too Much to Think About?
The school holidays have arrived in the little
town of Singleton, NS~ Australia, and many of
the teenagers in this place are daunted by the usual
complications: boredom, friendships and the pile of
assignments sitting on their desks. I must seem odd
at times when I'm distracted from the usual adolescent worries, just lying back thinking about thinking. So many questions run through my mind, yet
no one can answer them. This makes me wonder
why exactly we ask ourselves questions we cannot
answer.
It's come to my attention that members of
today's society are satisfied with an answer as long
as it appeals to their first impressions, feelings and
senses. Am I the only one on this entire planet who
has ever asked themselves,"Are my senses reliable?"
Has anyone ever actually considered the possibility that our perceptions are as misleading as
the campaigns for John Howard? Just because I'm
taught a colour is blue, am I actually seeing the
same colour as everyone else?
I've been born into a world where I'm taught
how I should look, feel, think and behave, but it's
a rarity for a child to be taught to question their
society.Youth are considered to be irresponsible and
unruly, but I think the best attributes we have are
our dreams and abilities to question and see that
anything is possible.
We can actually understand, only after our limited time in this world, that to every good comes a
bad. Newton once said that to every force comes
an equal and opposite reaction. Maybe he wasn't
only talking about forces: life itself is a whirl of
opposing reactions. Love and hate, peace and war,
life and death ....Dying of boredom and thinking
about thoughts.
-Kim Saberton, 15, Australia.

~Q

Taking Down the Wall
About seven years ago, my best friend's dad
died. It was sad, but she got over it. A little under
two years later, her mom died. This was a lot different from when her dad left. She stopped going out
with her friends and never called. I talked to her
once after the incident, and she said that she was
fine. I then assumed that she was mad at me, but I
was confused about how she could be mad at me.
Finally, I talked to my mom about it, and I'll
never regret it. Her words will be stuck in my mind
forever. "She's not mad. Sometimes, people build
walls not to keep others out, but to see who cares
enough to break them down."
I realized that I had been ignoring my friend
because I had been so worried about what would
happen to our friendship, but the only thing that
did was make us grow apart.
That day, I called my friend, and we talked for
what seemed like forever. She cried a little bit at
the mention of her mom; so did I. We didn't care
because we both were glad to have our friendship
back together.
-Mariah Ray, 13, Pennsylvania.

Snowboarding Memoir
We went to a town called Breton Woods for a
skiing trip. I went to the "Hobbits" snowboarding
school where I met Corey, a funny and adventurous snowboarding instructor. We warmed up on
a practice slope, and then went to warm up on
blues and greens. Then, in the afternoon, we went
to the snowboarding park, and I grinded a bo rail!
I never would have thought I could have done it!
I always thought that professionals were the only
ones who could do it, but I did it!
This trip taught me that I can do things that
most people think I can't. I grinded the rail and
did blacks! I don't even go snowboarding a lot, but
I think it's because the times I do go, I put effort
into it. This lesson is important, because it shows
that you can be whatever you want when you're
older. You can be an athlete or something you
want to be. People sometimes don't think they can
do it, and they miss out on their dreams!
-Gregory Ruda, 11) New Jersey.
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'U1thout love, we will perish.
I am not the neighborhood in which I live. I am
not the label on my jeans. I
am not the name imprinted
on my car. In 2006, society
questions that if you aren't
these things, who are you?

The Most Valuable Subject
I have always loved to read. I read in most of
my spare time, even though my classmates have
teased me about it. When my teacher made us do
a monthly reading calendar, in which we recorded
the minutes we each read at home, my class wanted
to get one million minutes by March. Sadly, we
did not succeed. My favorite informational book
is about how to train a dog. I used the information
in this book to train my own puppy. Reading is the
most valuable subject to me because reading is used
in our everyday lives.
-Silvia Gulick, 12, Kansas.

What My School Did
Everybody probably remembers what happened
on December 26, 2004. The tsunami hit. All the
land around the Indian Ocean became a wasteland.
It was a great loss to family, friends, and hope.
When our school heard about this, we knew
something had to be done. So, some of us Student
Council members put our heads together and
thought about how we could help.
After awhile, we thought up the idea of donating money that we were saving up from the School
Store, where kids in Student Council sell school
supplies and candy, among other things. The teacher
in charge of the project sent in the amazing check
of $500 to the Red Cross.
When the TV News heard about this, they
were very curious about why an elementary school
would donate such an outrageous amount of
money. So, they put our Student Council President
and Vice-President on the five o'clock news. The
Milwaukee News Team came to our school to
interview them in the school library. That night, a
lot of kids watched the interview.
It felt really good to have donated so much
money to the people who had nothing, not even a
home. Our school is still donating money to other
people, rather than just ourselves. But, we will
always remember what happened in the year 2004.

I am a spiritual vessel that evolved from
ancestral compassion for my soul. I am the
persistence of my great-grandfather who possessed the fortitude to build when his safety
was optional. I am the intelligence of my
grandmother who instilled a sense of urgency
for educational advancement. I am the clemency of my parents who continue to provide
me with unconditional love.
I am not an island; I am the compilation
of everyone both past and present who have
richly poured their jewels into my life. I am a
nonconformist who believes that my destiny is
a direct manifestation of my thoughts.
I am angered by the devaluation of selflove and the misconception that material possessions are a compensation for love and a
sense of being. Do you define yourself by
other's opinions? Is your physical appearance
the totality of your existence? Is your income
bracket the measure of your success?
I challenge you to find your anointed purpose, to question the meaning of your life, and
ultimately to determine the jewels that you
will leave in another's existence. For if you have not
given love, you have given
nothing at all.
I give love because I am
love; I love my spirit, I love
my heart, I love my compassion, I love my uncompromising persistence for
happiness, I love my pursuit of peace, I love
my strength, I love my smile ... I Love Myself.

-Calla Born, 10, Wisconsin.
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With its long nights

and frosty reputation, winter is now in full swing. In some places, winter
is also the rainy season, and days are not only short, but
soggy, too. If you live in a cold or wet place, you know
how to maintain your physical comfort by bundling up
or putting on rain gear. But, remembering to protect
your emotional well-being from the cold is also important, when the lack of light makes it more
common for people to feel blue.
How can we keep cheerful in winter?
We can learn from the people of Sweden,
a country whose winters are exceptionally
long, cold, and dark. As a Swedish-American,
I offer some observations on how the Swedes
cope with the extremes of the winter, followed by some tips on how we can adapt
their wisdom to wherever we may live.

Stay Active!
When we exercise regularly, we make
ourselves less vulnerable to mood swings
from external causes such as weather and
season. While exercising indoors is an option,
why not bundle up and get out there in the
snow, or put on rain gear and brave those puddles? True,
it may feel uncomfortable at first, but just imagine how
much nicer our warm, dry homes will seem after we've
just experienced the opposite conditions. Contrasts
remind us that we're alive!
Maybe this is the incentive for Swedish saunabathers, who enjoy sitting in hot saunas after being
outdoors. (A sauna is a room, ciften made of cedar wood,
that is heated by pouring water over hot rocks.) Then, they
jump into a cold shower, snow, or a lake before dashing
back into the warmth of the sauna. Folk belief holds
that this hot-cold contrast is good for the skin and for
the spirit. Since sauna-bathing is usually done together
with friends, the bathers also benefit from the moodlifting effects of companionship. Sauna bathing is such a
beloved winter activity in Scandinavia that many people
build saunas right into one of their home bathrooms!
Even if our homes don't have saunas, we can still
recreate similar feelings by inviting a friend along to
exercise outdoors, then coming inside to our warm
homes and enjoying a hot cup of cocoa together.
Page 8

Lessons on Winter Cheer
from Scandinavia
Seek and Soak up Available Light!
In Sweden, cross-country skiing is a popular activity that takes advantage of the available natural light
that is so important in maintaining a sense of joy
throughout the winter. While skiers fill their lungs
with crisp air, light reflects from the snow, brightening
everything around them as well as their moods! When
the sun makes its brief winter appearances in Sweden, it's cherished by skiers
who may lean against their ski-poles or
against the walls of the rest huts, close
their eyes, and face the sun to soak up
its warmth and light. Whether we are
skiing, hiking, snow-shoeing, or just
out walking, if the sun comes out, we
can turn our faces to it for awhile (with
eyes closed!). This simple act of looking
upward can lift our moods. We can even
combine a yoga stretch with it: smile
and stand with our arms thrown wide ,
like we are ready to hug the sun.
Make the Indoors Cozy!
Even if we make it a point to get
outside regularly, spending more time indoors is a reality of winter. If the interiors of our homes are cozy
sanctuaries against the cold, we will look forward to
snuggling up there. Perhaps this is one reason why
Swedish decorating style has become so well known
throughout the world. Candles are a staple part of the
Swedish decor-a fragile flame shows us how to stand
up against the cold air bravely and beautifully.
We can create a warm atmosphere in our homes
by spending some of our extended indoor-time rearranging furniture in our rooms so that it feels good and
cozy to us. Cutting up old clothes and sewing decorative pillows from them, or making curtains out of used
material can make a room warmer and softer. Maybe it's
the right time of year to paint a bright sun to hang in
each room, or to put colorful paper flowers in glass jars.
We can also bring warmth into our homes by baking or
knitting for our family members. Get a few books from
the library to learn how or to deepen your abilities.

Extend the Holiday Season!
Traditionally, Swedes extend their beloved winter
holiday, Christmas, for as long as possible. Some words
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Health Rocks,

contd.

to one of the most popular Christmas songs in Sweden
are: "Christmas lasts all the way to Easter. .. " This song
expresses how important it is to the Swedes that the
holiday spirit stays with them all the way through to
spring. So, in addition to New Year's Eve celebrations,
there are Christmas-related holidays throughout January
such as "Thirteen Days Christmas," held thirteen days
after Christmas. Swedes even have an un-official holiday
for throwing out the Christmas tree, complete with its
own song: "Now the
, .
.. "&\'(
happy Christmas time
~
..;:.'7'
IS gone, gone, gone, so
V,
, J%.
the Christmas tree is
~
going out, out, out..."
",'

.rtl·'<~'~"".

¥'i'

We can also hold
~ ~.;
onto the spirit of the
~-32>i)~)~Q;
";r
holidays by creating our own festive
occasions for family
and friends after the
holiday season has
passed. Maybe we can
gather and read books
together under blankets, with candles burning or a fireplace crackling. Or, have a special, warm meal together.

Eat and Sleep Well!
When the weather gets colder, we may crave food
that is not only warm, but also heavy. Perhaps for this
reason, much of Swedish cuisine consists of rich, creamy
dishes. If we crave energy-dense food now, it's quite
normal! Our bodies use extra calories to stay warm,
and we may consider that in the collective human conscience there is memory of a time when extra calories
were necessary to stay alive in the winter (before we
had homes with good heating and grocery stores to
keep us supplied with ample food all year long).
Wherever we live, whether it's winter or spring, we
should make sure that we keep eating well. Let's enjoy
the good foods our bodies craves during the winter, but
remember to include vegetables-such as the winter
root and tuber vegetables that should be readily available-and keep drinking lots of water, since this will
energize us and lift our moods at all times of year.
Because darkness is a signal for our bodies to start
preparing for sleep, getting tired earlier than usual is
also common during these short, winter days. While we
Jan. - Feb. 2007

sleep a little more
if we feel like it
and if it works for
our schedules, we
can "rest assured"
that once days
get longer, we
will likely need
to sleep less. Of
course, if you feel like sleeping all the time, or experience other extremes in mood or habits, talk with your
parent. Feeling blue for weeks at a time may be a sign
that you need extra help taking care of your emotional
well-being during this trying time of year.
On a brighter note, you may be noticing that the
days are already getting longer. Spring will soon arrive
to warm your toes and spirits. Until then, let's raise our
cups of cocoa and toast to an active, cozy, and happy
winter season!
-Nina Forsberg, Swedish American, Oregon.
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Good Morning! Breakfast, Anybody?
A sampling of morning mealsfrom around the world

r!5t

G

Have you ever wondered what people in other countries and cultures eat first thing in the
morning? The following examples give you an idea of the typical and sometimes unusual breakfasts
around the globe. Of course, there are also regional differences within a country, based on the types of
crops grown and the kind of livestock kept.
If you are travelling in different parts of the world or within your own country, try going to local
"Mum and Pop" places where locals frequent, and order a local specialty. You may be pleasantly surprisedl Keep in mind, food is like a belt line around the globe. It is one common bond.

o

Brazilians start the day
with a cup of strong coffee and a piece of toast.
In Argentina, breakfast is
espresso coffee or submarino,
which is steamed milk with
a melted chocolate bar in
it. This is accompanied by
either filled churros, which
are fried dough pastries, or
tostados, which are grilled cheese and ham sandwiches.

e
o

In Mexico, breakfast is hot chocolate with either
heuvos rancheros (eggs, beans, and salsa on a tortilla) and/
or menudo (tripe soup) with beans and tortilla.

In European countries like Germany, Switzerland
and Poland, breads, jams, cheese, eggs, meats, sausages
and keifir (a creamy yogurt) are served. Muesli, the Swiss
cereal, is very popular. The Polish particularly like kielbasa, sardines, tomatoes and pickles as breakfast fare.

o

In the Northern countries of Europe, like
Belgium, the Netherlands and the Scandinavian
countries, whole kernel breads, poached eggs, sausage,
cheese, varieties of cured meats, Danishes, several kinds
of jams, nut spreads and honey are common. Dutch
hagelslag (chocolate sprinkles) are sometimes added.

o

In Spain and Portugal, the most popular breakfast
combination is chocolate con churros: hot chocolate served
with a deep-fried, cinnamon and sugar-coated, tubeshaped doughnut for dunking. Another treat is pan con
tomate: a slice of grilled, crusty bread topped with olive
oil, garlic, slices of tomato and sometimes a slice o( ham.
French breakfast includes ceife au lait (coffee & milk),
pain au chocolat (chocolate bread), tartines or croissants.
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e

The British Isles are famous for their elaborate breakfast. It is a multiple-course spread which
includes bacon, sausage, grilled kidneys, mutton chops,
smoked fish, grilled tomato and mushrooms, assorted
baked pastries and buns, cold cereals, hot oatmeal,
jams and marmalades, and the Indian import kedegree (the Indian khichri, which is a mixture of lentils,
rice and spices to which
smoked haddock, eggs
and cream are added).
In Ireland, soda bread
and black and white
pudding are also popular. Scottish breakfast is
heavy on porridge, oat
cakes, scones and arbroath
smokies (small haddocks,
gutted then pickled and
smoked). In Wales, in addition to the above, laverbread
and cockles (similar to oysters) are served. Laverbread is a
seaweed which is cooked and served like spinach, added
to porridge or cooked as griddle cake.

G In Russia, black bread, blini (a type of pancake),
sausages, fried eggs and cucumber pickles are popular
breakfast items. Kasha (a cereal), is served with tvorog, a
soft cheese, or sour cream and sugar.

o

In Iraq, khabuz (flat bread) is staple breakfast
food. It is dipped in libna (yogurt and olive oil) or
in gaymer (thick cream) and dibis (date syrup). Kahi,
a favorite pastry, is drenched in honey. To accompany khabuz, bigilla, a type of bean paste mixed with olive
oil, is common in Northern and Central Iraq.

o

Honey plays a major role in Turkish breakfast
since Turkey produces many different kinds of honey.

Skipping Stones
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Numbers on this map locations of the countries featured
this piece. To test your knowledge ofgeography, try guessing
country names bifore reading about their typical breakfasts!

"

The most popular is siyah cam bali (black pine honey)
which is mixed with butter and spread on ekmek (wheat
bread). Other food item is tarhana, which is a sun-dried,
pressed wheat and yogurt cake. It is made into a soup
by dissolving it in meat broth and curd cheese. Su boregi, a layered noodle pastry filled with soft cheese, also
makes a good breakfast.

f.D) Both in mainland China and Taiwan, congee (leftover rice gruel), dim sum (steamed buns) and deep fried
devils (a pastry) are popular. Congee is eaten with bits of
fish, salted duck, eggs and vegetables. Sometimes deep
fried devils are dipped
into it. Dim sums
come filled with
meats and vegetables.
They are dipped
in soy and/ or chili
sauce. In Central
and Eastern China,
in addition to salted
mustard greens, they
eat a fried tofu and
noodle soup.

fD In Japan, many people have adopted a Western-

ditional and Western
style dishes, such as
bread, rice, miso soup,
yogurt and omelets
stuffed with pureed
fish cake and soy sauce.
Jam, sausage, seaweed,
pickles, cheese and
pancakes are also often
included. A favorite is
natto-a mixture of
fermented beans, mustard, soy sauce, green onions and minced leeks.

CD

In Singapore and Malaysia, nasi lemak is a favorite breakfast dish. It is rice cooked in coconut milk,
pandan leaves, ginger, and lemon grass. It is accompanied by fish, chicken and beef. Kaya is very popular in
Singapore. It is a paste consisting of coconut milk, eggs,
sugar, vanilla and pandan leaves, spread on toast like jam.

(I) In

Thailand people eat whenever and whatever
they feel like. There is no specific name, nor specific
dishes for breakfast. The exception is khao tom, a rice
soup similar to the Chinese congee. It may con.tain vegetables and/or meats, or it is served plain with vegetables
and meat as side dishes.

style breakfast and may eat a combination of both traJan. - Feb. 2007
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fI In Korea, breakfast consists of kimchee (made of
cabbage and other vegetables, chili powder, garlic and
ginger, aged in sealed jars and buried in the ground to
ferment), fish, beef rib and/or pork intestine soup, red
bean soup, seaweed, bulgogi (Korean-style steak), pajyong
(batter-fried, thin pancakes), breads and pastries.

accompanied by chutney and sambar (thin lentil soup).
Uppittu (savory semolina pudding) and pongal (spiced
rice and vegetables) are other common dishes. Far
south, puttu (crushed rice and coconut pressed in layers
into a bamboo mold and then steamed) is a breakfast
dish. Ganji (leftover rice gruel) and boiled peanuts are
popular rural breakfast foods.

e

Both in Australia and New Zealand, the typical
breakfast consists of such foods as ready to eat cereal,
toast, sausage, juice, eggs, hash browns and porridge. It
is light or heavy depending on the region. One unique
item on the breakfast menu is vegemite which is similar
to the English marmite. It is smeared on the toast like
jam and eaten.

_Vietnamese breakfast is known for three dishes:
pho, xoi and French bread. Pho is a soup of rice or
wheat noodles, meat and fish. It is topped with pickled cabbage, roasted peanuts, chilies, cilantro, basil and
lime. Xoi is sticky rice mixed with brown sugar and
mung beans, then wrapped in' coconut or bamboo
leaves and steamed. Because of the French occupation of the country
in the 1800s, French
bread is also a popular breakfast food.
~ango and dragon
fruit are often served
for breakfast.

-Bhavani Manheim is a well-travelled, retired prifessor.

f.D In

Myanmar,
the most popular
dish is Mohinga. It
is a mixture of rice
vermicelli, chick pea flour, toasted crushed rice, lemon
grass, onions, garlic and ginger, fish paste and fish broth.
It is accompanied by lentil fritters, boiled eggs and fried
fish cakes. Rice and peas wrapped in banana leaves and
steamed is another favorite.

. - Generally, Indian breakfast foods tend to be savory.
Akuri (spiced scrambled eggs), stuffed parathas (panfried, thick chapatis) with vegetables, khichri (a mixture
of rice, lentils and spices), poha (pressed rice with onions
and spices) and chai (black tea with, cardamom, milk
and sugar) are breakfast foods in Northern India. In
Kashmir, bakirkani (slightly sweet, leavened wheat bread)
and kahva (spiced green tea with ground almonds) are
popular. In South India, dosa and appams (rice pancakes) and idli (steamed rice cakes) are eaten. These are
Page 12
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Skipping
One leg up,
The other down...
Skipping all day long
never tired me out
One leg up,
The other down.
Skipping everywhere...
Even in my dreams.
One leg up,
The other down.
-Sarah Shelleby, 13, Pennsylvania.

Happiness
feels like a soft bouquet of roses,
soft syrupy pancakes and
a soft velvety blanket for warmth.
Like a delicious apple pie and
freshly baked cinnamon sticks,
it smells like a newly plucked rose and
freshly popped popcorn.
It looks like a cute doll,
a growing boy and
a wide smile
Happiness is family.
-Priyanka Nookala, 12, Indian American, California.
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NIGHT WA TCHERS
Dong! Dong! Dong!

The town clock
chimed nine p.m. in Rothenburg, Germany.
A clear voice rang out, singing a deep,
melodious tune. If you had lived in 1142 in
Rothenburg, you'd have heard the song of
the night watchman. He sang.You were safe.
Night watchmen played an important role in
Europe's history. Old cities, like Rothenburg, have
giant stonewalls built around them. These walls
were designed to keep enemies away. While dangers were prevalent outside the secure walls, dangers also lurked in the narrow alleyways. The cities
needed policemen.
The night watchman undertook this job.
Beginning at nine in the evening when the huge
wooden gates of the town were locked, the task
was great. Because the good folks went to bed
early, only thieves and bandits lurked in the narrow
alleys at night. The guard's sharp eyes searched for
anything unusual. His ears were attentive to strange
noises. Observing everything, the watchman spent
many sleepless nights.
The watchman's uniform was a flowing black
cloak. This covering made him invisible at night. A
small lantern illuminated his way through the city.
In his hand was a menacing hellebarde (pronounced
"hell-a-bar-da"). A hellebarde is a long staff with an
axe-like spearhead attached to the top. The weapon
ascertained authority like an official badge. It also
helped defend. If a thief attacked the watchman, he
could easily fight back.
"Is he coming?" A raspy voice whispered in
the black night.
"We have four minutes before the watchman
comes around again," came the reply. "Hurrybreak the lock. This merchant has plenty of wares
to spare."
The black-cloaked figure halted his clattering footsteps. He peeked around the corner into
the narrow alley. Two thieves had broken the lock
on a store and were about to enter. Like a flash of
lightning, the watchman darted into the alley. The
thieves were surprised to see the hellebarde jabbed
menacingly in their faces.
Jan. - Feb. 2007

by Kathleen Bracher, Germany

"There will be no stealing tonight," the watchman said. "Not while I'm watching."
Every hour during the black night, the watchman blew his horn. The mellow sound of the horn
comforted citizens. They knew the watchman still
lived and guarded. Shriller notes warned people of
a fire. Houses and stores were built close together.
One building on fire could destroy the whole
town. Because of the night patrol, families were
warned in time to escape the danger.
Instead of appreciating their good night watchman, Rothenburgers disregarded him. To them, a
night watchman was the lowest. Only the gravedigger was more inferior. To their superstitious
minds, anyone roaming in the darkness was associated with evil. The watchman felt their hatred,
but he was essential to Rothenburg. Without him,
a fire could have destroyed the town or houses
could have been robbed. An enemy might have
invaded the city. A long line of night watchmen
endured this hated job until 1920. After them, regular policemen and firemen took over the jobs.
As the dawn breaks over the horizon and a
new day begins in 1142, the night watchman
leaves his post and trudges home. Rothenburg's
rugged farmers head to the wheat fields, the rich
merchants open their stores, and laughing children
play in the streets. They don't notice the dark figure slipping past them in the sun's broad light. But
at nightfall, when the clock strikes nine, they will
hear singing. It is the guardian of the town. He is
the hated, yet needed, night watchman. ;.:~

-¥ Night Things t!liiJ
I talk to animals and stars, who whisper:
tales of things inside my brain, hidden
past my mouth; and only when I open big
can I taste the books that creep in through
my eyes. My night things, who draw
pictures on my skull, as I sleep,
with a box of waxy crayons on
my shelf and color me: good night.

Skipping Stones

-Devra Alper, 16, New York.
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Do you ever wonder?
I wonder what the world would be like if we could all
soar through the sky.
What would happen if trees and animals could talk?
Would there be confusion and chaos,
or would everything be the same?

The Sandy Moonlight

If flowers could walk or-people could become invisible?
Would people be puzzled?
Would the world be a mess?
Maybe nothing would change.
If cars could be used as boats or airplanes?
If fish lived on land, and we lived in the water?
Would the world be crazy and wild, or would it just be
calm and relaxed?
I guess we'll never know.
-Megan Sigado, 13, Pennsylvania.

THE REALM OF POSSIBILITY
We have restricted ourselves
devised our own limitations,
and now are drowning
in the invisible waters
of our brains

The possibilities are endless
expanding with every second,
and now must soar
with the eternal sunshine
of our minds.

Think of all we've made
attainable
All that we have created
from nothing to something,
yet still, we claim so much is
impossible.

Imagine what we deemed
unachievable,
our cyber encyclopedia,
our five-minute-meal-cooker,
our four-wheeled horse,
possible,

and extending its reach
to the darkest corners,
flourishing in the uncertainty,
thriving on the unknown ...
The Realm of Possibility.
-Jessica Woll, 16, fllinois.
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The sandy moonlight drifts
across the sky
as night dreams
imaginary fantasies blooming
thoughts into clouds
wandering lightly
into darkness
designing the distant heavens
with quiet constellations
that fill the astronomer's breath,
silence coming
from his amazing discoveries
.across the calm,
perfect universethunderous galaxies,
stars streaming across the sky
soothing those who are watching
as I sleep
seeking more
discoveries of my own.
-Sean Cono, 14, Hawaii.
"My poem
is about the
nights and
the atmosphere above
the island of
Hawai'i. }}
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The clear moon
designs the sky
like little dots
in a cardboard box,
little stars
who like to

Books

light up the sky

A
A
A
A

book sits
book sits
book sits
book sits

on
on
on
on

a table, waiting to make a friend.
a table, waiting to be read.
a table, begging you to read.
a table, silently calling to you.

A
A
A
A

book
book
book
book

on
on
on
on

a table, prepared to make an enemy.
a table, prepared for a child to complain.
a table, hoping to be as good as TV.
a table, dreading to meet that moment.

sits
sits
sits
sits

and warm the inside
of my box,
upon whose
cardboard night
is very dark,
the planets Uranus
and Jupiter,
gigantic rings

A book can be a good friend, or it can be a pain,
You can come home and read a book.
You can come home and watch television.
You can love books, or despise books.

surrounding them.
The lights go on.
Daybreak comes around.
Daddy opens

A book can take you to the secret land of the wizards.
It can take you to rainforests, prairies, or a boxcar.
It can let you plunge into grim lives and happy lives.
Or it will transport you to the magical land of Elyon.
A book can make you wish to play outside.
It can make you want to go watch TV or go online.
It can make you beg to check your email.
Or wish you were at your friend's house.

the cardboard box.

So, friend or foe?
Are you a person who prefers the modern
Or a person who loves to cuddle up with a story?
Do you want a book to be a new friend, or a new foe?
-Ivy Shi, 11, Ohio.
Ivy adds: "I am a person who loves books.
One day on the bus I overheard a girl saying how much she hated books. Some other
girls agreed with her. I wrote a poem about
people's different opinions about books. ))
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Poem and drawing by
Bryce Tcmaka, 11, Hawaii.
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Lonely in the VilLage
"What shaH I do?;' said Zyanga.

"Yayi, nchane! No, it's mine!," countered the other.

She was sitting on a tree stump in front of her mother's
hut. With her elbows resting on her knees, she balanced her
head between her palms. She heard other children sing the
children's dance song, silayo. Her heart pumped hard, and
she felt lonely.
The village headman wanted a boy. But his wife bore
him two girls in quick succession. Ten years passed. There
was still no boy, no heir. When Zyanga came, it was a girl,
AGAIN!

Zyanga was tall for her ten years, had a slend~r body
perched on reed-thin legs and darting big, black eyes that
rarely blinked, as if they belonged to a guard on watch.
These qualities she inherited from her father.
From her mother she inherited the restlessness of a
mother hen. From her mother, too, she took a shrill voice
that kept her mouth so busy no fly landed on it.
But Zyanga was a favorite of neither parent. Her dad
said, "She is Zyanga- a teaser," because he didn't get a boy.
"Zyanga is as disagreeable as her father," said her mother, "stubborn, won't take 'no' from me for an answer, and
refuses to be sent on errands."
She did not treat Zyanga like her little one.
Zyanga's sisters worried, "She's too young to play with
us. Plus she has a loose tongue."
Children her age said, "She's too showy, won't play
'baby', 'coz she says she's no baby. Let her play by herself!"

"Grandma made it for me ... "
"My big sister found it on the trash heap ... "
"You'll break that doll," said Zyanga. "Give it here."
While still clinging to it, both toddlers handed the doll
to Zyanga as if they were presenting her with a trophy. They
glared at each other. Their bare chests heaved with baby
furor.
. Zyanga drew a line in the loose soil and placed the doll
in the middle of that line. The two toddlers stood on each
side, puffing, their eyes still fixed on each other.
"When I clap my hands, go for the doll. The one who
grabs it first owns the doll."
But instead of catching the doll, the two toddlers
became glued to each other, rolling and tumbling on the
loose soil. A small crowd of curious children gathered and
cheered.
"This didn't work," said Zyanga to herself.
Zyanga put the toddlers on each side of the line one
more time. Other children joined sides, holding each other
around the waist and forming a line like ants.
"Now," said Zyanga. "When I say, 'tiyeni, ' you must pull
hard. The team that crosses the line loses the doll."
More cheers.
"It's fun," said one little boy, "Can I. .. ?"
Zyanga had taught the toddlers a new game-guzatug. Every day thereafter, the children gathered at Zyanga's

"What shall I do?" Zyanga mused.
Zyanga turned to children younger than her age. But
whenever she showed up in their group, the children dispersed, mumbling, "Too old," as they walked away from her.

hut and played guza, twirling on the loose earth and tipping over, (they didn't fall that hard being so close to the
ground!), kicking the gray dust into the air to their own
amusement.

Forlorn, Zyanga loitered in nearby
bushes listening to "talking birds" or
watching monkeys play among themselves up in trees.

"What's going on at your mother's
hut?" One mother asked Zyanga.
"A new kid game called guza I
taught them."

"Even monkeys play, but I have
no one to play with," thought Zyanga.

"Wanozya. You've done well,"

observed the mother. "Now whenever I

One day while wandering the village, Zyanga saw two toddlers tugging
each. other back and forth, both hold-

need to go fetch water from the river, I
won't have to tug my little one along."

ing onto a clay baby doll for dear life.

"They keep me busy, too," said Zyanga.
A smile spread all over her face.

"Nchane! It's mine!," said one.

-
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Vukani C. Nyirenda, California.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
• Nobel Peace Prize Honors an Economist

• Loss of Pollinators Threatens Crops

In October, the Nobel Prize Committee in Oslo,
Norway announced joint recipients of the 2006 Nobel
Peace Prize: Bangladeshi economist Muhammad Yunus
and the bank he founded in 1976, Grameen Bank.They
received this honor for their roles in improving economic and social conditions in Bangladesh, contributing to sustainable peace conditions. Through the bank's
micro-lending practices, the poor of Bangladesh have a
chance to raise themselves out of poverty. Micro-loans
are small loans intended to allow an individual, who
otherwise could not get a loan, to take the initial steps
towards beginning a business practice. Women make up
97% of the bank's total borrowers.

For the first time since 1922, the U.S. has been
forced to import honey. A recently released National
Academies of Science study has revealed that pollinators
such as bats, bees and birds continue to decline, which
may dramatically reduce the amount of plant life in
North America, including commercial crops. Seventyfive percent of flowering plant~ depend upon pollinators
for fertilization. The decline in pollinators is attributable
to a complex set of factors including new parasites, use
of pesticides and destruction and vandalism of habitat.
At present, more data is being collected. To raise awareness of this growing concern, the U.S. Postal Service has
released four new stamps on the issue.

• Congregations Act on Global Warming

• Biggest Ozone Hole on Record

Faith-based activism on global warming is picking
up speed. Many religious groups have begun to take
energy conservation efforts, such as using solar energy
to heat their places of worship, efforts they say reduce
damage to the environment and operational costs.

u.s. government scientists report that this year's
Antarctic ozone hole is the largest ever observed-10.6
million square miles. This is larger than the area of
North America.

In October 2006, Christian, Muslim, Jewish and
Buddhist leaders met in Philadelphia, PA to discuss
global warming. Also in October, 4,000 congregations
of many faith traditions screened films on global warming, including An Inconvenient 'fruth.
In February 2006, 86 Evangelical Christian leaders
boldly backed an initiative to combat global warming,
despite internal division on the issue.

• You Get What You Expect!
A Canadian study revealed that when female students took math tests after reading material describing
how women are worse at math than men due to genetics, they performed significantly worse on the tests than
did female subjects who, prior to the test, read material
stating that there is no genetic difference between men
and women in math ability.

Scientists say that human-produced gasses damage
the ozone layer. Chemical levels from ozone-depleting substances peaked in 2001. While many of these
substances have been banned in recent years under
international agreements, these compounds often have
long lifetimes once released into the environment.
The diameter and thickness of the ozone layer
changes over time. It becomes larger when temperatures are lower. If the use of damaging chemicals
decreases, scientists believe that the ozone layer will
begin a process of recovery by the year 2065.

• International Human Rights Day, Dec. 10th!
The United Nations' Human Rights Day was
observed in many locations around the world. This year,
the events pointed to the link between poverty and
human rights. Schools, students and civic groups joined
hands to offer multicultural music and dance.

• No Name-Calling Week, Jan. 22-26th:

• Mix It Up at Lunch Day, Nov. 14th, 2006

The 2007 No Name-Calling Week will be observed
in thousands of schools during January 22-26th, 2007.
Educational activities raise awareness of bullying. For
details on participating visit nonameeallingweek.org

More than four million students at over 10,000
schools participated in national Mix It Up at Lunch
Day on the 14th of November. They crossed the social
boundaries in their schools and met new people.

-Compiled from various news SOl/rees, including the New York Times, Washington Post, BBC, AP and HPJ.
Jan. - Feb. 2007
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I Vt~ve

vLsLtevt New YOy~ cLttj a number of logical set-point for happiness within a year of

times in the last four years as my daughter is raising
two of my grandchildren in Washington Heights,
just north of Harlem. While I used to find the city
dirty, and the people strange and distant, I have had
a major transformation.
I now find the city wonderfully complex, the
streets full oflife, and the people amazingly friendly.
For instance, not once did I have to carry my
grandson-laden stroller up a long flight of stairs
from the subway without someone, many ones
actually, of all ages, races, genders, offering to lift up
one end.
I know that the change has happened in my
attitude-there has not been a sudden city-wide
effort to make Jean feel comfortable.
Ah, how a few facts and a few days in a foreign
country can make a difference.
You see, in New York City, I have always seen
the people crunched in small apartments, using the
stoops as meeting places and the street to wash or
fix dilapidated cars as inherently "unhappy." I had
an elitist attitude towards the inhabitants of the
Dominican neighborhood surrounding my daughter's family's apartment. How could anyone who
lives in a concrete, noisy jungle with no individual
transportation be happy? In particular, I pitied the
poor worker who had only a bicycle to get to
work in NYC or in my home state of Oregon.

the event. Second, money directly correlated with
happiness only under a very small minimum. of
$14,000 per year. Above that, happiness was more
a matter of attitude than lack of basic survival
resources. Only one factor under our individual
control seems to consistently increase our happiness
quotient: volunteering.
My other "aha" came from a short trip to
Nicaragua. I visited at the invitation of a former
student who was volunteering with JICA, the
Japanese equivalent of the Peace Corps. Having
lived in the country for two years and committed to live as the 'Nicas', she knew how to travel
cheaply and she took me with her into her world.
As the twentieth passenger added to a fifteen passenger van, I had a first-hand experience in appreciating any kind of gasoline-powered means of
getting from one place to another. And once, while
in such a van, we passed a family of four on one
bicycle, a prized and treasured possession.
I realized that the people I saw on the crowded
streets of New York or the rural roads of Nicaragua
had many things that are the bedrock of happiness apart from money: family, friends, stimulation,
community. How shallow my former perspective
seemed.
-Prcif.Jean Maule, African American, Oregon. Jean coauthored Cultural Competence:A Primer for Educators.

However, I read
an article in a recent
New Yorker Magazine
that explored the
roots of happiness.
Two research studies quoted continue to surprise me.
For the first study,
individuals who
had either lost a leg
or won the lottery
were nearly back to
their original bioPage 18

The Partners
by Kim Brown

Friends gather
together in New
YOrk City's Fort
Tryon Park when
the weather is nice
and warm.
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New York: A Photo Album
I want to capture everyday life

that is extraordinary, but
also commonplace. Every day, we go about daily stresses in life, forgetting
to look at the s~all things. Some of us have great houses to live in while
others must live in shelters or sleep on the park bench. My experiences of
exploring the city parks and various boroughs have allowed me to glimpse
into lives of the homeless and see how they live and survive, day in and
day out.
-Kim Brown, New York.

Trail Stroll (top right) was
taken at Prospect Park in Brooklyn,
NY, as my husband and son walked
along a wooded path to get to the
other side of the park.
Sidewalk Stories (left) and
All He Owns (right) were taken
at Washington Square Park. Some
of New York's homeless are previous drug addicts, some preferring
to live on the streets instead of the
homeless shelters.
The Human Bronze Statue
(bottom center) in Central Park, is
looking to make a couple of bucks posing as a human statue,
moving like a robot as people took pictures of him.

Things Don't Add Up (bottom left) was taken in the busiest
part of New York, Rockefeller Center. Tourists and wealthy men
and women go about their daily lives, working for a living, as this
homeless individual sits, probably thinking about his next meal
and where it is going to come from.
Morning Rest (bottom right) was taken in a community park.
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I Have A Dream, Too
" What's wrong, Sully girl, you look as sour as those
grapes I gave you for lunch," Grandma Williams said.
"I don't know," Sully pushed the peas around her
plate in a circular motion.
"Come on, girl, I know you can say more than
that."
"It's just that I have to write this paper about a
dream I have, and I don't have any dreams. We're reading Martin Luther King's' I Have a Dream' speech. I'll
never have a dream that can change the world like he
did."
"Sully, now that's nonsense. Sometimes, big dreams
are just a bunch of small dreams all strung together like
beads on a string."
"But I don't have any small dreams either. And I
hate stringing beads on a string."
Grandma Williams laughed as loud as the freight
trains that passed by Sully's ~indow at midnight and
shook her bed like an earthquake. She loved Grandma's laugh.
"Girl, do you think that Dr. King started out thinking he was going to change the world? Why, he just
started with a thought that took root down deep in his
heart and grew bigger than those big old sunflowers
outside your window."
Sully thought for a minute.
"Well, I guess I sort of have a dream, but it's probably silly."
"There's no such thing as silly when it comes to
dreams, baby. Tell me, what's your dream?"
"Well, I was thinking that maybe I could start a sort
of club at school, a sort of club for kids from all different countries who go to my school."
"Why, that's a mighty fine idea. And who would
you invite?"
"Well, I thought that maybe Van could come. She's
from Vietnam. She said her grandfather escaped by boat to com.e here."
"You don't say? The black people
came over by boat too you know."
"I know. We came as slaves."
"That's right. Your great-greatgrandfather was a slave."
"I know."
"And who else would you invite?"
"Well, 1 was thinking that maybe Susan, the white
girl, could come. She says the planes fly over her house
at night and wake her up,just like the trains wake me
Page 20

by Laurie Allolvay, Calffornia.

up. And Sulu from India, she has a friend who still lives
in India in a slum right next to the railroad tracks, just
like me. But her house isn't nearly as warm as ours. It's
just tin and tarp and dirt."
"Tin and tarp, you don't say."
"1 kind of also have another dream."
"What's that, Sully?"
"1 have a dream of helping people read better. Like
Maria. Her parents only speak Spanish, and she has an
awful lot of trouble reading. 1 thought 1 might help her
read after school on Friday."
"That sounds so nice, Sully. You're stringing your
small dreams together so fast, pretty soon you'll have a
necklace so long it will reach your toes."
"You think so?"
"1 know so."
"1 have a question, Grandma."
"What's that, child?"
"I was wondering, do they have
borders in Heaven like we do here?"
"Borders?"
"You know, like where only certain people can live in a certain part
of Heaven, because they speak a certain language."
"No, 1 don't expect they do, child."
"Then that's what I'll call my club:The Borderless
Birthday Club. Each month, we'll celebrate a different person and their country, like it's their birthday.
They can bring food from their country or tell us
stories about their country."
"Your string of beads is getting longer by the'
minute, child."
''I'm so excited. Do you think everyone will
come?"
"With you leading, sure as the sun shines during
the day and the moon by night."
"Thanks, Grandma."
"I have a dream too, you know."
"What's that, Grandma?"
"1 have a dream that one day, a little
child here will finish her dinner, take her
bath, and hop into bed, dreams and all,
without even being asked."
Sully chuckled. "Small dreams, right Grandma?"
"Small dreams all strung together make big
dreams, like Dr. King's."
"I hope so, Grandma."
"1 know so, child, 1 know so."
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When I know the place I wish to go, I map out my
path across the great ocean,
And prepare my ship for voyage.
As I start my journey, I am taken in by the beauty of
what is around me.
Water splashes against the hard wooden planks of the
boat,
As it glides through the water, creating ripples that
flow out towards the shore.
The suns rays fall to the surface of the sea
Shining a glowing halo oflight,
My heart is filled with hope and ambition.
But then, the clear blue sky looms with thick, dark
clouds, and rain starts to heap down on my ship.
My vision becomes blurred through the heavy drops
And great winds blow against my sail.
Sharp bolts of lightning streak the sky and thunder
rmgs m my ears.
The restless waves rock my ship back and forth.
I spend hours of labor to mend it and I wonder to
myself,
For what am I facing these quandaries?
Then I remember the place I had been sailing to,
A place so wondrous, it gives me courage to face
another storm,
The strength to repair my ship,
And to keep sailing through the ocean.
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Everyone wishes for things they
can't have, even though they
know they can't have them. The truth is,
wishing and hoping is both a wonderful and
terrible thing. It can leave you feeling confident and determined, but it can also make
you feel empty and bummed, because you
never really tried to achieve your goal.
I am not saying that there isn't the oddball
out there who will jump off his roof to see if
he'll fly, but most of us don't really try for that
"A" in math we were hoping for. We just tend
to complain after we fail the class because we
spend our time playing PlayStation, rather
than actually hitting the books for a few hours
and studying. That's the bad thing about us
humans.
We always want more of everything! We
want more this, more that, more candy, more
free time, more trips to the mall with friends.
Before you know it, life has passed us by
because all we were doing was wishing for the
things we didn't have, rather than rejoicing for
what we did have. You were born with both
hands and feet, weren't you? Shouldn't that be
enough?

My dream guides the course,
Now, I'm not trying to imply that wishing
Where my heart takes me through my life.
is a bad thing. I just believe that more people
My dreams are like the flame on the end of a fireshould spend more time with both feet firmly
cracker,
on the ground rather than with their heads in
They push me towards the sky.
the clouds. In the words of Harry Potter's wise
headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, "It does no*~
I give every morsel and bit of energy in my being,
To keep on
do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."
Sailing to my dreams.
.. ~
-Kamy Wakin, 13, Pennsylvania.
-Meghan Nandi, 13, Massachusetts.

*

"I started thinking about the word 'dreams.' I thought dreams
really were goals that people wanted to accomplish, even if
they seemed too far to reach. Sometimes dreams help you get
through hard times. Without dreams, I do not think that people would have evolved very far. In ancient times) men would
dream if doing the 'impossible' act ifflying and today we have
airplanes and space shuttles. Dreams push people to go farther
than they think they can. 11
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We've been thinking a lot about
dreams, and we're wondering what you
think: Is it good to have dreams that keep
you going, or can dreaming serve as an
excuse for not living your life to the fullest right now? Send us your thoughts!
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Can You Catch A Dream?
Maggie saw the beautiful dream-catcher hanging at the end of her baby sister's crib. Her grandmother had made it. She hung it there the day baby
Lomasi came home from the hospital. It had beautiful shells and beads on the webbing and lovely
long feathers hanging from the
bottom of the loom.

come true. Only people can make their dreams
come true; if they try hard, if they pray, then their
dreams come true."
"Can I make a dream-catcher, Grandmother?
Will you teach me?"
"Yes, Maggie. I will teach you."
Grandmother explained,
"The round loom used to weave
the dream-catcher is made from
willow and the. web-like weaving is made of sinew. Willow is
a bendable wood, and sinew is a
tough, stringy material. Eventually,
the sinew collapses, and the willow dries out. The dream-catcher
breaks. This type of catcher is for
children only and represents the
fact that childhood is temporary. A
dream-catcher made for adults is
made of sturdy, woven fiber."

Maggie loved creeping
into the baby's room to look
at it. But she didn't know why
Grandmother had hung it there.
Maggie saw dream-catchers
everywhere, even hanging from
the rear-view mirror in people's cars. Did they really catch
dreams?
One day, as Maggie gently
touched the dream-catcher her
grandmother asked, "Do you
know what that is, Maggie?"
Maggie looked at her grandmother, her eyes
wide with wonder.
"Sit down, Maggie. Let me tell you about the
dream-catcher. Many say that the Chippewa people
originated that dream-catcher. That may be true,
but I will tell you what it means to our people,
the Cherokee. Dreams, both good and bad, are
always in the air searching for their destination.
Bad dreams are caught in the web because they
don't know which way to go. But the good dreams
always know the way. They go through the hole in
the center of the web. They work their way down
the web, catching energy from the decorations.
Then. they float down the feathers and into the
dreamer's head."
Maggie loved the story, but she was still confused. "Grandmother, if the dream-catcher is to
catch bad dreams and let us have good dreams, then
it belongs near our bed. Why do people hang them
in their cars?" Maggie asked.
"Not everyone understands what a dreamcatcher is, Maggie. Some people think it is just for
decoration. Or they think it makes their dreams
Page 22

Maggie and her grandmother made a child's
dream-catcher. "Grandmother, Lomasi already has
the dream-catcher on her crib that you made for
her. But I want her to have this one as a gift from
me. Is it okay to have more than one dream-catcher on a bed?" Maggie asked.
Grandmother smiled. "My darling Maggie, of
course you may hang it on her crib. One can never
have too many good dreams. But why don't you
hang it on your bed? Then you and Lomasi will
both have good dreams to remember in the morning."
As Maggie hung the dream-catcher on the
end of her bed, she felt proud. She was proud to
be Cherokee. She was proud to have such a smart,
kind grandmother. And she was proud that she had
made a dream-catcher.
Now she knew that dream-catchers catch
dreams-the bad ones. And she knew that they let
the good dreams through to the dreamer. Maggie
fell asleep smiling and knowing she and her baby
sister would have sweet dreams.
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-Julie Mauga, California.
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Oh, flying eagle over my head.
With wings swift like a blade through brush.
My ancestors' land was once free and boundless as the great water.
I can still smell the pine of Oh-nay-monty-nay-nose, branches blowing in the wind.
The Ta-tonka grass rich and vibrant.
The Ta-tonka grass was green, full of life and promise of plentiful crops for next harvest.
Swimming in the breeze and flowing with nature.
Still like the day my ancestors before me had it when they went onto the Spirit land above us.
The campfire's sparks danced with me when the hunters told stories of their adventures.
Elders' faces flowed in the light of the coyotes' moon telling us stories of the past.
And the bright, bold light of my father's beat like warm drums upon my back.
I still believe that the pain of our Lakota blood still is stained on the hills of the west.
The pale faces' footsteps landed their stick with a waving cloth planted in our earth.
Forcing my people out, saying their piece of paper is stronger than any of our weapons.
Talking to us in a tongue that we did not understand a line of.
They walked in footsteps so silent, like leaves on the earth.
They took all the children, even my little brother,
and we never saw or knew where they went.
Oh, soaring eagle, free from abuse and weapons used in hand.
Deliver our spirits to our land.
The Lakota people are dying in numbers like flies on a dead Ta-tonka.
Hard lines of rock are tight around my ankles.
Closed doors are locked to keep your bodies in but yet still unable to keep
our Lakota spirits and dignity locked up at all.
Oh, Hawk of the sky, guide my peoples' spirits home again once more!
-Megan Linn, Tahoma Jr. High, Washington. Art by Jon Bush.
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FolkTale!
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The Storyteller

Long ago when the proud oak

was
the tallest object on the horizon, and time passed
was measured by the moon, there was a little boy
named Turtle. He lived in a small tribal village on
the plains. Turtle was the smallest boy in the village,
so he didn't have many friends.
During racing games he always got caught by
Little Hawk, the strongest boy in the village. Little
Hawk called him a runt and would not invite him
to see his dad's bow and arrows with the other
boys. Little Hawk always teased Turtle about how
little and unimportant he was.
One day, alone and depressed, Turtle went to
the lake to watch the sky. He was glad for the long
reeds nearby that helped hide him from others.
After awhile the tall grasses began to swish behind
him. Sure that it was Little Hawk, Turtle crouched
low, and when the last wall of prairie grass parted,
Turtle sprang forward, but he was shocked to see
elder woman Tall Reed's soft wrinkled face instead.
"You were going to scare me." Her eyes smiled.
"No, well ... yes."
"You thought I was Little Hawk."

"How will I do that?"
"You just will. Now help a tired, old woman
home."
Weeks passed, but Turtle didn't visit the trees,
until one especially lonely morning when he heard
Little Hawk and his friends laughing together.
Turtle then climbed up an oak, curled into the base
where the branches met the trunk, and fell asleep
to the tree's rhythmic rocking.
Turtle returned for many moons. Soon he knew
more about trees than anyone. He knew which one
to ask for limbs for bows, and which one hid the
cardinal's nest. But the best secret was the stories
the leaves whispered to him while he rested among
her branches.
One day the boys were called to the chief's teepee to learn the Lakota's old ways. Little Hawk sat
with his friends on one side of the fire, Turtle sat
alone on the other.
Holding up a pipe Eagle Chief asked, "Who
here knows the importance of this pipe? Who here
remembers its story? Little Hawk, you're a smart
boy. Can you tell me about this pipe?"
Little Hawk stammered, "No, Chief."

"Yes."
"I've heard them by my teepee being mean to
you."
Tears filled up his eyes. Tall Reed silently took
him into her arms and rocked him. She let him cry
until his eyes burned and his throat was hoarse.
"You feel unimportant because you're small, but
no one is unimportant unless they want to be."
"But I'in so lonely."
"Your hoop is broken. The hoop is the circle
all of nature lives in. Your hoop is broken because
you are sad and lonely. You must fix your hoop to
become who you're suppose to be."
"How can I fix my hoop when I'm so sad?"
"When you're sad, go to the trees and let them
hold and rock you as I did. Let the magic of the
wind heal your sorrowful spirit with its song. There
are many forgotten stories, but the trees remember,
and if you listen they will tell them to you."
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"That's why you're here," his voice softened, "to
learn our traditions. Does anyone know this pipe's
story?"
Timidly, Turtle said, "I do."
"No, you don't," hissed Little Hawk.
Eagle Chief looked questioningly at Turtle,
"Okay, tell us Turtle."
Turtle was scared, but the story's strength moved
him to speak: it wanted to be told and remembered.
He told of the Buffalo Woman, who was wakan
(sacred), and how she carried a mysterious bundle
when she asked to talk to Great Chief Hehlokecha
Najin (Standing Hollow Horn).
The story tumbled out of Turtle. "The Buffalo
Woman was sent to give the Chief the sacred pipe,
which she said was lela wakan (very sacred). She told
him the pipe's bowl was made of red stone, which
represents the Earth, and that the buffalo in the
center of the bowl represents the four legged."
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Hearing Turtle tell the story Eagle Chief's
eyes moistened. Silently, with reverence, he
handed Turtle the pipe.
"The wooden stem represents all that
grows on Earth. And these twelve feathers"
,
(Turtle lifted each one individually), "that hang
from the stem are from Wanbli Galeshka (the
spotted eagle), they represent the winged creatures. This pipe is for special ceremonies, like
the releasing of a spirit after someone dies. This
pipe will bind us to all of our relatives, grandmothers and grandfathers."
Turtle ended the story by telling how the
wakan woman's shape changed into three different buffaloes, once the very important white
buffalo. "The white buffalo then is the wakan
woman and this is why the white buffalo is
important to the tribe." Turtle smiled as he
handed the pipe back to Eagle Chief.
"That's not true," said Little Hawk
"It is true, but how do you
know it?" Asked Eagle Chief.
"The trees and wind told it
to me.You see once I was sad,
and Tall Reed told me my hoop
was broken, but that I could fix
if I visited the trees, and asked
about the stories of our people."
"TaU Reed is wise. She saw that you're
a chosen storyteller. It has been a long time
since we had a storyteller Mother Earth chose.
Now, you'll become our tribe's storyteller. It's
an important job for a wise person, because a
story teller is also a teacher."
So Turtle became the tribe's storyteller,
the teacher of old ways, and the teller of new
stories, too. Turtle grew up tall and straight
like the poplar, and strong like the oak, but he
never forgot how it felt to be little and unimportant. And his favorite story to tell was of the
little boy who was too small to be of any use.
"You see," says Turtle, "everyone is important,
and everyone's story should be told."

;::c.

-Jennifer Pena, Iowa.
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Childhood Granted
She was young. Her youthful eyes were shielded
from the world. She only saw what lay directly in front
of her. This consisted of her Barbie dolls, Lego sets, and a
few picture books that illustrated the scarcely remaining
beauties of the world. She was so eager to grow up and
to learn the world's secrets. Her parents told her to value
her childhood, because it would never come again. It was
something they said, that they missed the most, being
adults that is. At six, her youth dragged on. She anxiously
awaited the break of the following dawn. She would be
one day older, one day closer to being an adult. At eight,
adults seemed so... respectable. They knew so much and
being one seemed so wonderful. They had authority,
much authority, she saw.
The next few years, nothing new became of her. She
was filled with the same hopes, the same desire. Soon,
though, her aching desire became regret. At twelve, she
began to feel this. She began seeing things in people, and
everywhere, that she hadn't believed to exist. At least, she
had no reason to think that they did. She hadn't known
any better.
Thirteen came. It did not come however, as she had
once envisioned when she was a child. She remembered
daydreaming about how lovely it would be to have such
privileges as a teen, and oh, to know so much. She knew
more than she wanted to already. The flame that had
once been pleasant anxiety became heavy regret. She
regretted all the days that she had taken for granted. She
used to think the days would get better as time moved
on. Now she knew the truth. Of course, it was nice to
know herself better and to see truth in her friends, but
the truth of the world scared her.
She now looked upon childhood as a gift. It was the
type of gift that once opened, its contents were breathtaking. However, merely a few days after opening, it
became almost completely overlooked. The gift became
old, nothing special, and was thrown aside. As time went
on, she missed it... almost unbearable. She regretted
throwing it aside, not seeing it for how wonderful it truly
was. With age, she realized that the few precious days she
had spent holding onto it were the best of her life. When
she opened it for the first time, she wouldn't have let it
go for the world. But that is how time changed her.
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-Sarah Blauser, 13, Pennsylvania.
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Cultural Collage
Graciously, my grandma handed me
A beautiful kokeshi doll on my first Girl's Day.
I held the doll close to me,
The eyes on her delicate porcelain face
Looking deep into my eyes.

"Pink Mochi" by Kalyn Ichinotsubo

Eating Pink Mochi on Girl's Day

They twinkled with wickedness,
Like she could see right through me.

The clouds drift with wonder
while the quick rain sprinkles the land
on this very special day
celebrating Japanese girls.

Her face was full, a mischievous smile,
As I slowly placed her in a glass case.
We put her there so she would be protected
From dust and dirt in the house.

The moon dreams
ofJapanese children
eating pink mochi for good luck.

But bit by bit, my throat began to tighten
My lungs closing slowly,

The shy stars flicker
in the dark night
as I enjoy the sweet pounded rice
cakes.

The nights and days becoming longer,
The winds continue to sway full oflife around
Kaneohe,

My mom brings out
the Japanese dolls who represent
my sister Erin and me.

Yet me lying in my bed cursed
By the evil spirt of the Japanese kokeshi doll.
The doll and I became one:
Until death.

''Japanese Doll"
--jacie Okamoto,
age 12, Hawai'i.

My grandma opened the cover;
The doll shattered into little pieces.

Porcelain stabbed my throat as I took a deep breath,
The bond between us broken.

-Kirsten Tanabe, 11, Hawai'i.
"My poem is about an incident
that happened to me when I was
a little girl. ))
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The dolls sit in a glass box,
their beautiful faces and silk kimonos
just like in the olden days.
As I look at their fancy faces,
I smile and see my reflection
in the glass mirror.

-Kalyn Ichinotsubo,
age 8, Hawai'i.
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Young, Asian and Feminist
I am a feminist. For the
first twelve years of my life, this
identity didn't seem to apply to
me. Somehow, I saw feminists as
the picketers in the first fights for
female suffrage, wearing the lumpy
skirts and ugly blouses, or those of the 60s, declaring that women, socially, mentally, and psychologically, were the same as men. Since neither the fashion of the times nor the utter lack of romanticism
appealed to me, feminism did not resonate. Besides,
we were entering the 21st Century! Women had
the same legal rights as men. We did better in
elementary through collegiate education, beating
men in almost every subject. Really, I thought that
women had truly arrived. But that was then.
Last fall, I joined the Junior Commission on the
Status of Women in Sonoma County, California.
We meet on the second Tuesday of every month,
setting up our official looking name cards, holding stern and formal meetings. We are supposed to
explore and solve the issues facing young women
today. We understand that we are the newest generation of women leaders being groomed for the
spotlight, to push the boundaries for women further in the future. And our boundaries aren't even
past the Appalachians, in Wild West terms.
Recently, one of my teachers asked me why
there wasn't a Commission on the Status of Men.
I remember grinning and telling him that they
didn't need one, that their status was pretty darn
clear: one of superiority, domination, and rampant
sexism. It was meant as a joke, but it's quite true
across the world. It is the one thing that spans geographical and racial differences.
Sonoma County is a culturally diverse community. There are the Angel Island Chinese. There
are the Indians left over from the telecom boom
the Hispanics from across the border, and sprin~
klings of Blacks and Native Americans. From each
culture, girls are telling tales that reflect the fact
that women still have a long way to go. There are
general woes like body image, sexual harassment
and the persistence of male-dominated jobs. But
then there are those cries from specific groups,
particularly the conservative Asian community that
make your jaws drop and wonder whether we, as
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women, have made any progress at all.
One Indonesian girl who is Muslim, has been
required to cover her hair since the age of twelve.
Except for her hands and face, she must also never
show any skin. At a friend's birthday party, when
everyone goes swimming, she wears a wet suit. It
was August.
A Hindu father is coming to the school for a
visit with the counselor, and his daughter hurriedly
tells all her friends to spread the word that boys are
not allowed to talk to her. If her father sees, she will
be sent to an all-girl school.
One of the favorite phrases of a Chinese mother is the ancient proverb, "For men, the trade is the
most important decision, while for women, the
marriage is." She is educated and intelligent, scornful of backward ideas, yet harbors this one.
It would be hard to imagine an all-American
girl saying or doing these things. Even in the Asian
American community, where you actually witness much of this gender stereotyping, it's often
unthinkable. People are apt to respond that sexism
this blatant is impossible in 21st century America.
But it is possible. In fact, it is the reality. To reach
their full potential, Asian American girls often have
to overcome more obstacles, some imposed by
their own cultures.

Many American women would look down
the street and see the suburban houses with their
names on the deeds, watching their daughters play
on equal par with sons, and think that they have
arrived, and can give themselves a pat on the back.
But being Asian has given me a more critical eye. I
see that women face smaller paychecks than their
male counterparts, glass ceilings in the corporate
world and possibly early exit from their careers.
Certainly women have come a long way. Onehundred years ago, we did not even have the right
to vote. But to me, as a young, Asian American
woman, and a feminist, it is a fight yet to be won.
Through Asian eyes, I realized the cause, and began
the fight in the sterile meeting rooms of the county
buildings. The fight will not end until we can look
across the rolling hills of Sonoma, and say with
pride and dignity that we have arrived.
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-Yiren Lu, 13, California.
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What does it take to start a business?
Eighteen-year-old Annie Torres could tell you.
Annie owns her own business, attends college, and
recently won the national Young Entrepreneur
of the Year award. But not so long ago, when her
father became ill, she nearly dropped out of high
school. She had to leave her school to attend a
continuation school for at-risk teens and drop-outs.
Its Economics class required her to write a business
plan and use math ... a subject she hated! "I didn't
want to take the class because of math," she says.
Nevertheless, for her plan she
chose something she loved and knew
a lot about... dance. Her idea was
for a business teaching Mexican girls
the special vals (or waltz) for their
quinceafiera celebrations. Quinceafiera
comes from the Spanish word quince
(fifteen) and afios (years). The quinceafiera is both a religious and festive celebration from Latin America. Like a
sweet-sixteen party, it celebrates when
a girl becomes a woman and shares in
family and community responsibilities.

"At first," she says, "I was not thinking of making a business from it. It started out as an assignment, and I was really just trying to do the work
and graduate in time."
But then she decided to go a step further than
the class requirements and start a business. How did
she let people know about it?
"I knew what age quinceras (girls) start planning for their quinceafieras and where they go to
buy their dresses and decorations. At those kinds of
places, I marketed. I put business cards and posters
in all the Hispanic stores. But word of
mouth has been the biggest help."
Annie says her greatest obstacle in
starting her business was her age. "I
thought that because I was young, customers would be more willing to hire
me. The quinceras were happy with
me being able to relate to them, but
their parents weren't."

I,

Parents were worried that she was
too young to be responsible and that
she went to the wrong high schoolcontinuation school. "After I got the
first client, and people saying that I
was good, then it was fine."

"Girls have lost touch with their
culture;' Annie says. "Sometimes girls
don't even use a vals (waltz). They
Her strengths as a businesswomuse hip-hop or something. It's kind !Art: Dori-Lei Chee, 10, Hawaii. I
an? "How I see it is I have two
of sad because it's a tradition. There's
strong
points in making business.
a reason why it's a vals."
I have a clear idea of what I want to do and I'm
Annie used her knowledge of her culture and
keeping one of my community's traditions alive.
the experiences she had with her own quinceaWhat could be better than that?"
fiera to create a unique business. "When I went to
Annie advises teens who want to start a busiquinceafieras, everyone had the same waltz. There
were only two choices for waltzes. What I do is try ness, "You've got to research your competitorto make it special for the girl. It's not a waltz that I make sure you know your customer's needs. Then
can sell and teach the next client. They're not going use your competitor's weaknesses and turn them
to the next quinceafiera to see their waltz. That's into your strengths. That's very important."
what takes more time-the making-up of the vals.
Annie also adds, "My father always pushed me
You think up new ideas, new moves and steps."
to remember: Don't give up. There was a point
Annie spends twelve hours on each quincea- where I wanted to give up ... I was going to drop
fiera. She designs the dance, teaches it to the girls' out of school! Look what sticking with it got me,
friends who are Court of Honor, holds dress with just an idea!"
rehearsals and serves as master of ceremonies.
In April 2006, Annie flew to New York to
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What Makes Me Move?

7kD~ W~ Us (excerpt)

Do you know what makes me move?
Well, I'll tell you what makes me move.

Your feet begin to throb
What makes me move is reality.
The life you live.
When life is unfair, I try to make it fairthat is what makes me move.

Your head spins
But you can't feel this pain
All you can feel is joy
From seeing all of those happy faces watch

What makes me move?
Art -sad, mad, and glad.
Art is what makes me move.

you perform your art
Pushing, pushing through the movements
that you rehearsed so many times

Women are independent, but they don't know it
Or they don't show it,
that makes me worry
Which makes me move.

All too quickly the end arrives
The music stops
And the crowd cheers
As the lights fade, all fear disappears

-Ramena Avakian, 11, Illinois.

Your body slowly unwinds

Ramena writes: ''I'm half Assyrian and half

Armenian. I love being the culture I am. There are
so many foods and no rules. It's great. My dad is
Armenian and my mom is Assyrian. In my family
you have to go with your dad's side. So, if anyone
asks, I would have to say I'm Armenian.
In my culture there is something called "the
eye." It's not voodoo or anything; you put it on a
newborn. You also can wear it. when you're older; it
looks cool. I do, and it's really pretty.
My favorite place is my aunt's house. My whole
family is always there. You can feel the love in my
family. It is so comforting, and they're always there
for me and the rest of the family. "
~

Annie's Waltz, continued from p. 28
receive her award from the National Foundation
for Teaching Entrepreneurship. When she returned,
she visited her father in the hospital and told him
about the trip. "He had tears in his eyes. He was so
proud of me." Mr. Torres died a few days later.
At a quinceanera, the girl being honored dances an opening waltz with her father. It represents
her dad letting her go into the world to be her
own person. With her successful business, Annie is
doing just that. ;~

You come back into boring reality
It is time to quietly fIle off the stage
Back to the dressing room to get changed
The night is over but the dance is not
For the dance within us never stops.
-Stacey Anne Stanaitis, 15, New Jersey.

"Dancing is my life. I have taken dance lessons since I was a tiny girl at the Nancy Mulford
School in St. Iphraim. I have danced in New
York, Philadelphia and Florida, as well as New
Jersey. I have been in many school shows and the
Thanksgiving Parade in Philadelphia twice.
In our basement, I've made my own dance
studio with stick-on floor tiles that I bought
myself and installed. My Pop-Pop made me a
barre and framed some mirrors I bought. I painted the walls and I teach some little girls from the
neighborhood and practice there.
I know I couldn't dance without my parent's
support. They pay for my lessons, costumes and
shoes, and drive me to classes, rehearsals and
shows. They always come to see me perform."
The front cover photo of Stacey Stanaitis dancing was
taken by Lors Photography Studio, NY & NJ.

-Joli Allen, California.
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If You Listen, You'll Hear Ophelia Speak
Teenage girls today are bombarded by
media messages more than ever in magazines, popular culture, and music on everything from how
to attain the model-perfect body to what's hot in
fashion next season. Very rarely are we reassured
that our self-worth doesn't have to be measured by
our jeans size or how closely we resemble celebrities. As a fourteen-year-old girl myself, I can attest
to feeling unconfident or worrying about my body
and weight, and I knew that the media and popular culture were hardly boosting our confidence. It
wasn't unusual to see friends or peers questioning
their appearance, skipping meals in an effort to lose
weight, or in need of someone to talk to. That's
why I started the teenage girls' discussion group,
Ophelia's Voice, after reading Mary Pipher's book,
Reviving Ophelia: Saving The
Selves ofAdolescent Girls.
I felt that teenage girls
didn't have a safe, comfortable, supportive, or nonjudgmental space to learn
about relevant issues, discuss what mattered most
to them, or get and give
support. Girls today are
plagued with so many
issues that often float under
the radar-body image
struggles, violence, abusive
relationships, peer pressure,
substance abuse, global apathy, misinformation about
Joanne Cave (center) and
sex, and a lack of self-confidence .. just to skim the surface. If girls had a fun,
informal, safe space to share experiences, learn the
correct information in a youth-led environment,
and bond with other girls, they might have an easier time coping with issues and a stronger sense of
community with other girls.
So my Ophelia's Voice journey began. I knew, as
a fourteen-year-old, that credibility and respect for
my project weren't going to be easy to find. Many
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people were skeptical about my commitment to
the project, my understanding of these issues, or my
capability organizing this. I met two adult women
at the local university who agreed to serve as my
mentors in organizing the project, as well as lots of
other supportive people and organizations.
Obtaining funding and a partnership with
another organization were my biggest concerns and
proved to be quite challenging. Unless we had nonprofit status, finding funding was virtually impossible, and many organizations that we requested a
partnership with questioned how successful the
project would be. Lots of people were uncomfortable with some of the sensitive issues I intended to
discuss-such as sex or suicide prevention.
A year-and-a-half since
I initially started Ophelia's
Voice, we will be piloting our project for the first
time in October 2006. We
received just under $2000 in
funding, and will be holding our sessions at the local
library. We have received
lots of local media attention
and support from community organizations. I have also
started attending national
conferences and workshops,
presenting about my project
and how youth can initiate
similar projects. Each week
approximately ten girl parOphelia's Voice friends.
ticipants will meet for discussions, activities, and guest
speakers. In addition to offering support and discussing issues, we'll also take some time to build
friendships and do some fun activities-cooking,
yoga, and craft projects,just to name a few.
The more I learned about girls' issues in our
society, the more I realized that these problems
extend internationally. Maybe girls in Third World
countries aren't being bombarded by negative
media messages, but they are struggling to get the
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education they deserve and to be treated with the same respect as men. Many women and girls internationally are living in poverty or without the proper education to become employed. In some countries,
girls as young as eight-years-old are trafficked in sex trades, or raped during violent tribal conflicts.
My goal through Ophelia's Voice is to equip Canadian girls with the leadership skills and awareness
to initiate their own projects to address international girls' issues. I want to encourage teenage girls in my
community to take leadership and make positive change. As I discovered with my Ophelia's Voice journey,
youth can make just as much change as adults. It just takes passion and a drive to succeed!
-Joanne Cave, 14, Canada.

KKnew Kwas Older When...
I knew I was older
and things wouldn't be
the same when I realized
that everything had calories in it. I knew I wasn't
the only one to have
this revelation because I
looked around and saw
that everyone had turned calorie-conscious.
What was it that made us hate ourselves
because we had that extra scoop of ice cream or
made us make jokes out of ourselves if we wanted
another slice? Sure, media distorted images all contributed, but there was something more than that.
We, and I say we to protect myself from embarrassing scrutiny, all wanted to be thinner than the next
girl and did outrageous things to insure it. No one
told me this about high school and even if they
had, I don't think I would have known how to
prepare for it.
I still remember the first kid to make a negative comment about my body. When would the
pressure become too much? I remember hearing
stories that scared me because I knew that we were
all twisted in this cyclone together, but no one was
brave enough to stop the ride. Actually, no one
wanted it to stop. We thought that we were old and
beautiful. But looking back all I see is immature
and self-conscious girls. I was older, but it didn't
mean that I was mature.
I knew that I opened a new chapter in my life
when hitting the gym was a life or death situation.
It wasn't a total loss, it usually turned into something to talk about when the awkward silence set
in. "Guess who I saw at the gym today?!" It never
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got old because as a teenager, this would be considered multitasking: gossiping and belittling whomever you were talking about. I realize now that I
wasn't the only awkward one. Everyone was a little
off with their footing, but too self-conscious to
admit it. We all compared ourselves to each other. I
never compared myself to models because I didn't
want to fall into the cliche bulimic story.
It wasn't just Britney Spears and the media who
imposed on my childhood bubble. It was someone
and something else, but it doesn't have a name. Is
it just the mind set of someone adding candles to
the cake? The transition from pre-teen to teen is
destructive and dangerous. I would never want to
relive it, but I am relieved that I made it through
this phase.
Now I'm eighteen and I feel like laughing in
my fifteen-year-old face. I can't do that though,
not even if I tried, and I have. This is my first time
admitting it: I like to laugh when things get hard
because if it looks like I don't care, then it looks
like I can't get hurt. But my early teenage years
hurt, even though I pretended not to care. I feel a
bit safer now that I have the most incredible best
friend in the world with whom I share everything
and a boyfriend who embraces me for who I am
and tells me that I'm beautiful.
At the same time, I'm still scared to relive the
past few years, even on paper, because I want them
to stop haunting me. I knew I entered a new mind
set when calories took over my life. Now it's over.
So, I continue living and pushing this nightmare
into a tiny shoebox and place it in the corner of
my room, tending to it only when it gets too dusty.
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-Ashley Globerman, 12th grade, New York.
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A Homemade Television Set
There were very few families in China that
had a television set back in the 1960s and 1970s.
The expense was too great. A few people had seen
television in the stores downtown, but no one
in our neighborhood in Shanghai had one. The
children, in particular, were hopeful the situation
would change; they'd
heard about TV for
a long time but had
never seen one.
So in 1974, I
decided to make a
TV set all by myself.
I would use the
knowledge that I
had acquired in my
education as a physics teacher. I got a
circuit board and a
wiring diagram and
planned to attach
everything inside a
used oscilloscope. As
integrated circuits
were not available
then, I used resistors,
capacitors and transistors. I planned to
have a black-and-white picture on a five-inch
screen. That wasn't very big, but I knew I would
be satisfied with it.
One day in the summer, when all the wiring
was done, I tested the TV for the first time. My
young son sat beside me and watched with great
interest. Suddenly he shouted, "I saw a picture. It
works! It works!"
He rushed outside to tell his friends the good
news.

watch while poking their heads through the door.
But we were watching television, and it was from
my very own TV
The day was hot, but no one complained. We
were all very excited. The room was very quiet.
Partway through the movie, everything went
black, and my son yelled,
"Mom, our TV is broken!"
I went to check
what was wrong, saying,
"Don't worry. I'll fix it."
I moved the antenna and when I heard
the children singing, I
knew that the picture
had come back on. But
my shirt was wet from
sweat.
That happened several times during the
movie because the
antenna could not be
fastened securely with
a clamp and it moved
occasionally.
Although we were
in a very hot, small room, and sometimes lost the
picture from the small screen, everyone was very
happy because that was the first time the children
had seen television.
By 1976, prices had come down and we were
able to buy a commercial TV set, but the children
always remembered my TV They said it was the
best. They'd never seen anything like it before. I
was very proud of myself and had to agree with
them: It was very special.

-Peichen Chen, Oregon.
In the afternoon, about twenty primary school
students from our neighborhood came to our "I learned to operate machines, do carpentry, repair electric
home to watch their first movie on television. fans, and fix motors and radios. I live in America now, but I
It was about a war in Korea. The room was very lived most of my life in Shanghai, where I taught high school
small-eight-by-ten feet-and had furniture, so students. I was the first female ever appointed to teach physics
all of the students couldn't crowd in. Some had to in that school. vvomen can do things that men do, too. "
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Birthday Cheer

Poetry Page

The craziness has left the room
Now it's time to take out the broom
The party lasted from day to night
Making my birthday seem so bright

wltat /f 13rcfVcry?
Bravery is the undying courage within the
deepest depths of your heart, so you can do
what you know is right.
It is where you are not sure of what
the outcome will be, but you do it anyway.
Bravery is where
you see everything in your
complicated life stop
right in front of your eyes,
while your future passes before you.
It is where you stand up to fear,
to fulfill your challenge.
Bravery is where you feel awkward,
then nervous,
then scared, and finally heroic.
Bravery is the potential to do
anything you want.
That is Bravery!
-Becky McMahan, 13, Michigan.

I remember friends gathering around
All singing the happy birthday sound

.I>

There's nothing to worry, nothing bad
Smiles left and right, everyone seems glad
I closed my eyes, I made a wish, blew out the
candles,
Cut the cake and passed out a dish
It was almost over, but I didn't want it to end
All I wanted to do was dance and see my friends
It was time to say goodbye
Time to give hugs and let out a cry
It all went by so fast
Makes me so upset that it's all past
Now I'm back in the same room
With a tired look and a broom
All I'm thinking is only another year
'Till another birthday cheer.

ReLi-ef
It starts with one wave
But another comes
Then another
And another
Muscles relax
Heart slows
Another warm wave
Nora
washes out the tightness
The sigh always comes
Sounding like a gust of wind
The chains are gone!
The breath is free
After being held so long
The last wave washes over
Until the sea is needed again.
-Nora Landis-Shack,
grade 9, New York.
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-Tara Aboumahboub, 12, Florida.
Tara adds: "I was born in Florida and have been living here all my life. My parents are from Iran, but have been
living here for quite a long time. I speak English and Farsi,
and I'm learning Spanish. ))

Lal1dis-Shack

Winter
Icicles galore
like water frozen in time,
until the sun wakes.
-Nikkole Adams, 17, Washington.

Pineapple Princess: Mariko Lau, 8, Hawai'i.
Skipping Stones
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Ancient China: Archaeology Ulllocks the Secrets if China's
Past by Jacqueline Ball and Richard Levey (National
Geographic). Many dramatic archaeological unearthings
in China are presented with captivating photographs and
lively explanations. Awe for the beauty and practices of
ancient China and for the archaeology profession await
readers. Ages 8-13. ISBN-I0: 0-7922-7783-X.
Snow by Joan Clark. Illust. by Kady MacDonald Denton
(Anansi Press). This is a beautifully illustrated story about
a boy enjoying one snowstorm from beginning to snowmelt. As he explores the snow, his imagination awakens. A
great book to read with a child on a snow day, with a cup
of hot cocoa! Ages 5-8. ISBN-I0: 0-88899-712-4.
Night Boat to Freedom by Margot Theis Raven, illust.
by E.B. Lewis (Melanie Kroupa). Twelve-year-old Christmas
John rows slaves across the Kentucky river to Free State
Ohio. On his most perilous, final trip, he rows himself and
Granny Judith across. Inspired by the true stories of the
Slave Narrative Collection, this is a book about love and
courage, told in poetic language by a twelve-year-old boy.
Not to be missed! Ages 6 and up. ISBN: 0-374-31266-4.
Skate by Michael Harmon (Knopf). After the disappearance of their drug-addicted mother, Ian takes his little
brother Sammy across the state ofWashington in search of
their only relative. An unflinching look at the experiences
of a runaway youth. High-school. ISBN: 0-375-87516-6.

M.L.K.: Journey if a King by Tonya Bolden (Abrams). This
colorful book, with many photos, traces the events, people
and decisions of the life of Dr. King. Readers come away
with a strong sense of who King was and the era in which
he lived. Ages 9 and up. ISBN 13: 978-0-8109-5476-2.
The Girl Who Married the Moon: Iales from Native
North America told by Joseph Bruchac and Gayle Ross
(Fulcrum). This collection of stories celebrate the female rite
of passage. Tales such as "The Girl Who Helped Thunder"
depict young women as brave, self-reliant, and in control of
their destinies. Ages 8-15. ISBN 10: 1-55591-566-3.
Tales of Juha: Classic Arab Folk Humor, Salma K. Jayyusi,
ed. (Interlink). These humorous annecdotes and tales are
about Juha, an Arab comic literary figure. He appears as a
preacher, beggar, honest man, and social critic, among others. While the subject matter is Arab or Islamic, many tales
hold universal appeal. Ages 10-13. ISBN: 1-56656-641-X.
Little Book of Fables retold by Veronica Uribe
(Groundwood). These 17 beautiful and short stories include
twelve Aesop's fables for all ages! ISBN: 0-88899-573-3.
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Mountains To Climb by Richard Wainwright
(Family Life) is a story of Roberto, an Andean boy.
When he comes to the United States, he brings
with him his one-eyed llama. In his new environment, Roberto faces discrimination, prejudice and
ridicule. With his father's advice to take "one step
at a time," he begins to reach out to others. Ages
9-14. ISBN-1: 0-9619566-3-1.
101 Places You Gotta See Before You're 12!
by Joanne O'Sullivan (Larks). This is a youth's
first "tour guide" to places near and far, ranging
from silly to significant. Locations as varied as the
teacher's lounge, the local repair shop, and animal
migration paths all become adventure destinations.
Unique, eye-catching, and interactive, this book will
inspire the explorer spirit inside every reader, as well
as broaden horizons and open eyes to new possibilities.Ages 9 and up. ISBN-I0: 1-57990-865-9.
Shaolin: Legends if Zen and Kung Fu by Liow Kah
Joon (SilkRoad). What is zen? What is kung fu?
Lively illustrations and ancient tales take children
and grown-ups on an exciting discovery of shaolin
kung fu-answering questions such as why being
compassionate to others is the goal in martial arts.
Includes an original 3-D animated film on DVD.
Ages 8-80. ISBN: 0-9733492-3-9.
World Trivia: The book offascinating facts: culture,
politics and geography by Michael Smith (East VIlest
Discovery). Did you know that it's rude to show
the bottom of your feet in Thailand? Which Latin
American country does not have its own currency?
This book reveals fascinating, international facts
across a broad range of cultures and social realitiesall in an easy-to-read, Q & A format. Great for the
global thinker! All ages. ISBN: 0-9669437-2-4.
Connecting Lines: New Poetry from Mexico, Luis
Cortes and Forrest Gander, editors (Sarabande).
This bilingual poetry collection features works
from recent Mexican poets. With poems in the
original Spanish set across from the English translation, readers can improve their Spanish or English.
While all readers will appreciate this rich blend of
poems, bilingual readers will also gain a glimpse into
the challenge of translation. Suitable for individual
study in high schools as well as a teaching resource
in Spanish and Literature. ISBN: 1- 932511-19-9.
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Cfyeett ResoV<.yces!
Finding writing topics that interest students is .
often a challenge that teachers face. It's sometimes difficult to know which ideas students feel strongly about,
and what they would like to know more about.
We recently asked our student reviewers what
themes they care about. Our reviewers responded with
lots of ideas, and we've included just a few of them
below. Perhaps, these themes could fit into an existing
unit that you teach or they might inspire you to create
a new one.
* Child labor and children's rights
* Globalization
* Media's relationship with youth today
* Multicultural & nature books that have affected you
* Grandparents' tales about growing-up
* War memories and lessons learned
* Renaissance(s) in history
* Incas or other peoples
* Boys' issues: the pressures as they grow older
*Youth participation in civic life
* Children's freedoms and the value and weight given
to their opinions in families and various societies
* Social interactions: dealing with gossip and peer
pressure, peaceful problem-solving, dialogue & debate
* Personal stories of nature conservation
In addition, we also suggest these themes:

*

Schooling Issues: Different ways of learning:
homeschooling, private, Waldorf, Montessori, Magnet
schools, bilingual education, ESL, TAG programs, etc.
Students' experiences with different systems.

* Rites

of Passage: When does a person become an
adult in your culture? Does your culture have any rites
of passage to mark the boundary between childhood
and adulthood?
* Technology: How does it change our relationships
with each other? Technology's impact on our society.

A number of these topics, such as globalization and
child labor, would require some research. If your students write informative or creative pieces about any of
these themes, we welcome you to send their writing.
Also, the 2007 Youth Awards (see box) provide yet
another opportunity for showcasing your students'
writing and artwork!
-Skipping Stones editors.
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Encountering Children's Literature: An Arts
Approach by Jane M. Gangi (Pearson Education). Gangi
shows how even novice educators can create a classroom environment of inclusion, participation and
excellence by combining the arts and children's literature. This book includes the history of children's literature and its genres (folklore, drama, poetry, etc) and
active, arts-based activities for each genre. It maintains
a special focus on how educators can find and evaluate
quality, multicultural and international children's literature. ISBN: 0-205-39240-7.
Nurturing the Peacemakers in Our Students
by Chris Weber (Heinemann). A powerful, practical resource for teachers compelled to delve into the
painful issues of war and violence with their students
and emerge with ideas for fostering peace and hope.
Contains detailed, dynamic lesson ideas from numerous contributors and input from students on teaching
towards peace. ISBN-13: 978-0-325-00749-6.
The Call of the Mountains: The Artists of Glacier
National Park by Larry 1. Peterson (Settlers vvest). This
book profiles the artists who brought their cameras and
easels into Glacier National Park in the early 1900s to
depict the land, animals, Native inhabitants, and visitors.
Most useful for the classroom are the large and vivid
images that tell rich stories. Students in geography, history or literature classes can write about or discuss the
stories the images tell. ISBN: 0-9635642-7-7.

The 2007 Youth Honor Awards
VIle invite youth entries on the following:

Culture and Diversity, Family and
Society, Nature and Environment,
Dreams and Visions, Youth Activism,
Peace and Justice

Send by June 25,2007.
Skipping Stones - Youth Awards

PO. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA

Skipping Stones

editor@SkippingStones.org
www.SkippingStones.org
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Public Murals
"People enjoy
seeing the process of a mural.
When I stand on
the ground or up
on a scaffold, my
paintings become
performances. As
people gather to
watch, the pressure builds."
-Esteban Camacho
Sttffensen, 19, Costa
Rican American,
Oregon.
Also see page 2.

Skipping Stones
P.O. Box 3939
Eugene, Oregon 97403
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